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Opposite the Food World on the pompous M.G.Road there exists a small, stinking, defunct room. You would not be aware of its existence but
for the stench.

While walking on this street the smell repulsed me. I decided to clean this room, but as I entered, the reality of the place was utterly different � a
broken room with ruined walls, the interior darkened with smoke by fire and cooking. I started the process of cleaning this room and invited
people to draw on the smoked walls using things that were lying around, like sticks, a glass piece and so on. Through this process of interaction
one experienced this space for a while - a space full of feelings and strange memories.

Entering the room one saw graffiti by visitors: images of the moon, stars, a boat, confessions of love among other things.

This was a gesture to convert a repulsive place into a �space for interaction�. For me this became a most intense place and I celebrated it
by decorating the room with serial lights.

This work was an attempt to sense Gandhi through one of his values � cleanliness � purely by a reaction to the road named after the great man.

My thanks to women who try to eradicate the stench from Bangalore everyday and to men who do not urinate on the walls.
SUREKHA SHIFTER kosmopolités

Please note: A week after the site-specific project, the room turned back into its original avatar��it stinks. Within a kilometer radius of MG
Road this is the only place where garbage is stocked and burned. There are only two women employed to clean the whole stretch of the walk-
way along M.G.Road, thanks to BMP, Bangalore.



MEG DUGUID SHIFTER kosmopolités

The Episode Series
Meg Duguid reprocesses familiar comedic antics in a public sphere. Currently she is working on The Episode Series; performances based on
the slapstick numbers written for Lucille Ball in I love Lucy. In Episode 114 Duguid went to a bar and reenacted Lucy�s accidental setting her
fake nose aflame while trying to light a cigarette.



JASON YOH SHIFTER kosmopolités

Democracy Comes To Las Vegas, New Mexico
I�m not really very close to any metropolitan areas right now, but I thought of something Dave Hickey wrote about Las Vegas Nevada being the quintessential American city of our time in the way it epitomizes democracy, cosmopolitanism, artifice, and capitalism... I THINK I
remember him saying something like that. Then I thought of Las Vegas, New Mexico the small western town about 100 miles from here which claims to be historic for some reason other than having old buildings and a need to justify its continued existence. I thought of the joke
in Wim Wenders� film, Paris Texas. The contradiction of terms, and the sort of displacement it implies that calls into question any real fixed point of reference left in this composite of actual and imaginary locations.



EZRA PARZYBOK SHIFTER kosmopolités

News Stands
�As for the newstands - I did take photos of some of their contents but they didn't come out well. I gave away random things like plants,
books, little collectables I had found in the garbage. I also put flyers in two of them offering the stands for rent - the flyer was like a classi-
fied. I never took a photo of it either.� - Helki

HELKI FRANTZEN

Untitled



SRESHTA PREMNATH SHIFTER kosmopolités BENJAMIN GRASSO



pg 13
So I Be Written In The Book Of Love ( Why Americans knew that what happened at Abu Ghraib was torture.)

The piece itself is a combination of things, all of which I found while researching some ideas I was having in response to the Abu Ghraib
images. I began doing some research on why those images resounded with us as viewers so immediately. Why were we so ready to
consume, understand and react to them?

This line of thinking led me to searching the internet with google for images (and texts) that looked, to me, vaguely like the images (and
words) that came out of the prison scandal. As I was searching, I found that the most important images were taken by party-goers at white
fraternity parties at universities in the Southern US. The main image in my submission was taken at a "slave party" at Auburn University
and I appropriated it from a thumbnail I found on the web. - Eric Gottesman
(to read the remainder of Eric�s discussion regarding this image and surrounding the Abu Gharib scandal visit www.shifter-magazine.com/eric.html)

pg 11
Tree

I live and work in NYC. My recent paintings deal with the idea of environment; how people organize what they want to be around them
in a space. I�ve been looking at lawns, particularly in queens, because they�re small and funny, but also unique. - Benjamin Grasso

pg 10
All The Gates In My Locality (an excerpt)

This is a selection from an ongoing project of mine - documenting all the gates in my locality. I find the gate to be fascinating since it not
only clarifies the boundary of the house, but also has a selective permiability, allowing only certain people within and keeping others out.
Unlike a wall, it defines a comfort zone rather than a concrete boundary. - Sreshta Premnath

SHIFTER kosmopolités ERIC GOTTESMAN


